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DESIGN ANALYSIS OF LIQUID METAL PIPE SUPPORTS 

L. L. Margolin, Senior Engineer 
F. R. La Salle, Manager 
Equipment Stress Analysis 

Westinghouse Hanford Company. 
Richland, Washington 99352 

ABSTRACT 

Design guidelines pertinent to liquid metal pipe supports are 
presented. The numerous complex conditions affecting the support stfffness 
and strength are addressed in detail. Topics covered include modeVing of 
supports for natural frequency and stiffness calculations, support-hardware 
components, formulas for deflection due to torsion, plate bending, and 
out-of-plane flexibility. A sample analysis and a discussion on stress 
analysis of supports are included. Also presented are recommendations for 
design improvements for increasing the stiffness of pipe supports and vî ich 
were utilized in the FFTF systan. 

INTRODUCTION 

The design of piping in a nuclear power plant usually precedes the 
design of the piping supports. That is, the routing of the pipeline for 
adequate flexibility to withstand thermal expansion and the locating of dead 
weight hangers and seismic restraints are all generally decided before the ̂  
piping support structures are designed. Accordingly, it is important that 
the supports are designed such that they do not require changes to the 
piping design. To accomplish this, the supports must be made strong enough 
to carry the imposed loads and be stiff enough to avoid significant changes 
in the pipe-support system natural frequencies and seismic loadings 
previously determined in the piping design analyses. 

Stress analyses of supports are fairly straight forward and routine but 
experience has shown that the methods, to assure adequate support stiffness 
and coupled pipe-support system dynamic characteristics, often have to be 
very detailed. One approach used in support design analysis is to develop a 
conservative single-degree-of-freedom mass spring model for the pipe-support 
system and insure that the support is stiff enough such that the support-
governing fundamental natural frequency is high, say in the 20 to 30 Hz 
range. Another approach is to design the support to meet the stiffness that 
has been specified and used in the piping dynamic analyses. 
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This paper presents considerations in performing the simplified natural 
frequency calculation and identifies numerous factors that contribute to the 
flexibility of the support that must be taken into account for a valid 
analysis. 

MODELING OF A SUPPORT FOR THE NATURAL 
FREQUENCY CALCULATION 

A basic aim is to obtain a single-degree-of-freedom model of the 
support that is sufficiently accurate. In Figure 1 the support is in 
reality a multiple-degree system but, if the support steel and hardware 
weights are small compared to the contributory pipe weight then a single 
degree system can readily be modeled as a good approximation. 

R.S. - RIGID STRUT 

SN. - SNUBBER 

Figure 1 - A Pipe Support With a Trapeze Configuration 

When this weight ratio is not small the model is conservative if the weights 
are appropriately combined. For a single-degree system the well known 
static-deflection method frequency equation given below is often used. 

3.13 

V A St (1) 

or, 

^st . 9.8 . where fn « natural frequency in Hz 
. 2 

and Agi- « static deflection in Inches due to a load equal to the weight of 
the mass. 

Thus, for a specified natural frequency the maximum allowable Ajt can 
be established. A suitable single-degree model for the support shown in 
Figure 1 is outlined in Figure 2. As Indicated, the deflection of the pipe 
can be determined from the constituent deflections. If this is less than 
the allowable A«^ then the hanger is adequate for the seismic condition in 
terras of the natural frequency requirement. 
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P » GRAVITY LOAD ON PIPE + VERTICAL SEISMIC LOAD + WEIGHT OF PIPE CLAMP 
^ + WEIGHT OF BEAM CD 

P, - UTERAL SEISMIC LOAD ON PIPE + WEIGHT OF PIPE CLAMP + WEIGHT OF 
^ HORIZONTAL SNUBBER + 1/2 THE WEIGHT OF TWO RIGID STRUTS + WEIGHT OF 

BEAMirff 

L - a P 3 + WEIGHT OF RIGID STRUT + 1/2 THE WEIGHT OF BEAM AB 

p a P3 + WEIGHT OF RIGID STRUT + 1/2 THE WEIGHT OF BEAM M 

A.. OF PIPE = A, + A, + â  (A, - A^) 

L 
-V - • - - '3 ''I • - ^"2 " n 

Aj. OF PIPE IS NEGLIBIBLE IN THIS CASE (A^) 

FIGURE 2 SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM MODEL fOR SUPPORT IN FIGURE 1 



FIGURE 3 
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AN EXAMPLE OF DEFLECTIONS IN TWO DIRECTIONS 

1 ^ ^ / - / ^ ^ r r- ^ ^ ^ 

jh. 

L I ^ 

FIGURE 4 A MULTIPLE HANGER 



To conservatively estimate the effective mass load, the weights of the 
pipe, clamps, and support beams are combined with the seismic loads from the 
piping analysis. The thermal loads do not impact the natural frequency 
qualification. The seismic component loads are a function of the design of 
the pipe system itself and so the predicted natural frequency of the support 
is, in fact, related to the response characteristic of the pipe system. 

Consider now a hanger of the type shown in Figure 3. There will be 
both a horizontal and vertical deflection in this case. Each of these is 
computed using superposition methods, where each load contributes to both 
deflections. The loads are phased to give the maximum deflections. The 
acceptance criteria in this case is. 

f <_ allowable Ag-t (2) 

This conservatively assumes that the direction of the resultant load is 
parallel to the resultant deflection. Often a hanger w i l l be used to sup
port several pipes, such as in Figure 4. In this case, the maximum of the 
group of pipe deflection governs the acceptance c r i te r ia . Other examples of 
such hangers are shown in Figure 5. Generally, the various lines enter and 
leave the hanger along vastly di f ferent routes and the seismic responses of 
the lines thus vary widely. As a resul t , i t is assumed that the phasing of 
the seismic and gravity loads is such as to give maximim deflections and 
this is as indicated in Figure 5. 

W- w-

4^ -̂ ^^6--| 
1 \ 
G 

. A_̂  A 

S' - OUT OF PHASE 
SEISMIC LOADS 

G - OUT OF PHASE 
GRAVITY LOADS 

S - OUT OF PHASE 
SEISMIC LOADS 

Figure 5 - Phasing of Loads in Multiple Hangers 

HANGER HARDWARE COMPONENTS 

Typically, liquid metal piping support hardware consist of some 
combination of rigid struts or lubrite plates, variable springs, constant force 
springs and snubbers. The latter three types permit thermal movements of 
the pipe and the latter two eliminate thermal 16ads^ Variable springs do 
develop thermal loads to some extent and for excessive thermal movements 
constant springs are used instead. The snubbers temporarily lock iq) under 



seismic shock loads to act as supports for the pipes. The constant spring 
and variable springs act as gravity supports. Rigid struts or lubrite 
plates are subject to gravity, seismic and thermal loadings. 

FORMULAS FOR DEFLECTION DUE TO TORSION, PLATE BENDING 
AND OUT-OF-PLANE FLEXIBILITY EFFECTS 

The deflection calculations of supports are complicated by the 
nuraberous local effects and eccentricities. These often constitute the 
largest deflections and hence must be judiciously taken into account. 

Shown in Figure 6 is a sunmary of torsional deflection formulas for 
open section members. Note in particular that in the case of cantilevered 
WF, I or channel open sections that the warping restraint factors are 
omitted. This in effect assumes unrestrained torsion. This is based on the 
assumption that the plate to which the beam is anchored is not sufficiently 
thick to provide adequate warping restraint. This is conservative and if a 
more accurate evaluation is required, more complete formulas or detailed 
methods should be employed. In the case of beams supported at both ends the 
formulas given for Wt, I or channel beams contain the inherent warping 
restraint factors and should be utilized so as to avoid over-conservatism. 

The flange twist effect is the result of localized bending of the web 
of the beam in the vicinity of the torsion load as shown in Figure 7. A 
similar, though smaller, twist occurs in the local distortion (parallelo-
graming) of a closed section without benefit of an end closeout stiffener as 
shown in Figure 8. Another effect involving web flexibility concerns weak 
axis beam bending, as in Figure 9. The flange not directly loaded tends to 
lag behind due to the web flexibility in plate bending with a consequent 
reduction in beam stiffness. Finally, there are the plate loadings as shown 
in Figure 10. Each of the above deflections can be eliminated with the 
addition of a web stiffener. 

The rotation formulas for the base plates are outlined in Figure 11. 
Note that a bolted plate is more flexible than a welded plate due to the 
reduced effective width resisting plate bending. Note also that the plate 
flexibility of an off-center beam is much higher than for a centered beam, 
see Case C versus Case B. 

A consideration that should not be overlooked is that of out-of-plane 
flexibility. This Increases the in-plane flexibility of the support. The 
offset angle is relatively small, less than 6° generally, however the 
magnification factor can be large in some types of supports. Such a case is 
shown in Figure 12. As shown, the induced out-of-plane load applies a 
torsion and flange twist on the open section column, a very flexible 
structural configuration. A much better design is to use a closed section 
for the column. If the column is short then web stiffeners at the top of 
the column to eliminate local flange twist may suffice. Also, a sloped 
frame brace from the floor to the top of the column would ranove the torsion 
from the column. 
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1/ CASES A AND B 

(A) FOR I BEAMS, WF BEAMS, AND CHANNELS: 

• 
TQ ROTATION OF TORQUE LOAD 

JG3 

WHERE Q = RZ (1 - R) - SINH [Z (1 - R)] SINH RZ> B % / J i 

SINH Z VJ3 

C. = WARPING CONSTANT OF BEAM, J = E 1/3 bf^ OF BEAM SECTION, 
W 

R = -, Z = 6L, E AND G ARE THE MATERIAL ELASTIC MODULUS VALUES 
L 

(B) FOR ANGLES, TEES, AND BARS: ^ ̂  Ta (L - a) 

GJL 

>-^=t 
D CASES C AND D 

(C) FOR CANTILEVERED I BEAMS, WF BEAMS, AND CMANNF.LS: 

TL, OR APPROPRIATE FORMULA IF BASE PLATE IS SUFFICIENTLY 
* = 77 THICK TO PROVIDE PARTIAL VIARPINP RESTRAINT 

bJ 

(D) FOR ANGLES, TEES, AND BARS: TL 

GO 

FIGURE 6 DATA FOR TORSIONAL DEFLECTIONS OF OPEN SECTION MEMBERS 
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2d .M 
e = T 

^3^3Te 

CASE A 

M = LPy. L^ = (eL) 

\ - * ^ H — * ^ H 
\ 

H 

CASE B 

M = LP,. A, = eL 

-/ / / rTJT? 

CASE C 

r 

n n 
J 

I—I-J 

SEC. A-A 

iP. 

tA, 

FACTOR OF 2 - FLANGE TWIST AT A AND B 

FIGURE 7 LOCAL TVJIST ON OPEN SECTIONS WITHOUT WEB STIFFEMERS 
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SEC. A-A | A ^ 

• » 
20E 

• 
"r s 

1 

TUBE 
SECTION 

T = LP,. A^ <|,L 

FIGURE 8 LOCAL TWIST ON CLOSED SECTION WITHOUT AN END aOSEOUT STIFFENER 

H^ 

U = EFFECTIVE I =1/2 1 
E yy yy 

NOTE: LOWER FLANGE IS LARGE! Y INEFFECTIVE 

P a ^ b ^ 

3E I^ L 

FIGURE 9 LAG EFFECT IN BEAM WITHOUT HEB STIFFENER AT LOAD POINT 
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P 

M ( H - h r 
E 3 t^ H^ 

" = LP^' \ eL 

B = EFFECTIVE WIDTH OF WEB PLATE 

B = 4h IF b IS A WF BEAM 

2h IF b IS AN ANGLE. CHANNEL OR I BEAM 

BUT NOT TO EXCEED I! '• 
IF b IS AT BOTTOM OF WEB DEPTH USE FIGURE 8, DATA, CASE A 

:levj 

Ê -
3 

T 
B • 4 h BUT HOT TO EXCEED H 

FIGURE 10 PLATE BEtiOKIG EFFECTS 
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M 
e = J 

a Ef^ 

-=F 
u p 

r = h FOR WF BEAMS 

a 

r = .71h FOR ANGLES, I BEAMS, AND CHANNELS 

a 

M = PL 

r 

a 

CASE A 

.1 .2 

.87 1.68 

.3 

3.12 

.4 

5.99 

.5 

12.35 

.6 

29 

.7 

80 

.8 

317 

i 

1 

\ 

f 

B 

C=J=3 

A 

CASE B - NO 

L B,._^ 

i 

' 

i 

1 f 

9 = 
B f^ H E 

NO WELD ON VERTICAL EDGES 

« 4 M ( H - h)-
9 = 3—5 

B f* H*̂  E 

CASE C NO WELD ON VERTICAL EDGES 

FIGURE 11 BASE PLATE ROTATIONS 
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SEC. A-A ^ ' 
A = OUT-OF-PLANE 

° DEFLECTION 

i 
A. = IN-PLANE DEFLECTION 

fn 
•P TAN a 

] n P 

A 

6 

J 

CORRECTED A. = (1 + C^ TAN^a) x U.)^ ^ ̂  

C. = h 

SEC. B-B 

K-L (a ASSUMED • 0) 

(A.) 
1 o = 0 

K = P TAN g 
0 

FIGURE 12 OUT-OF-PLANE FLEXIBILITY EFFECT 
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EXAMPLE OF SUPPORT ANALYSIS INGREDIENTS 

In the proceeding section the numerous sub-concerns were defined. Very 
often-many of them occur in the same support. A typical example is shown in 
Figure 13. 

-AB 

E 
B 

"W 

SEC. A-A IP 

Figure 13 - Hanger Problem For Demonstrating the Sample Analysis 

Contributions to the deflection of the pipe consist of the following: 

1. Cantilever deflections of beams AB and BU;A 

2. 

3. 

4. 

'̂- AB ^^ BC 

5. 

V = 

3EIAB 3EIBC 

Torsional twist in AB due to the offset of the rigid strut from the 
shear center of the angle; (eP) L 

i t>* A B _ j L _ 

fi JAB 
and Ay » <l>e 

Torsional twis t of "BC due to torque L/\B X P; 

t̂ AB P) 4 C . 
* 

G J„ 'EC 

and Ay = 't>L/\B 

Local flange twist at pt. B due to torsion load LAB ^ ^* 

2 d 

T X ^"-AB ^^ (refer to Figure 7) 

^ '̂'f^w / BC 

and Ay » <I»LAB 

Base plate rotation due to moment LBC X P and e from Figure 11; 

Ay » eLBc j ^ , 



The total deflection is obtained by adding the contributions from the 5 
items above. Items 2 through 5 are generally much higher than item 1. 
Item 4 could be eliminated with the addition of a web stiffener in B C at pt. 
B. Items 2 and 3 could be eliminated by boxing of each of members JS and 

~ 5C". An alternative for eliminating item 2 is to aline the clevis with the 
shear center of member W. Item 5 could be eliminated by using thicker base 
plates or by a brace from pt. B to the wall. This is not to assert that a 
design such as shown in Figure 13 would not be adequate for the load, but it 
must be checked for all of the factors combined as listed above. 

STRESSES IN SUPPORTS 

The stresses in support structures are generally not high except in a 
few localized areas. This overstrength is to be expected since the rigidity 
requirement generates a strong structural configuration. However, the web 
bending stress in beam S? at pt. B shown in Figure 13 due to the L/^B ^ ^ 
moment is often high. Also, the base plate stress and anchor bolts require 
a stress check. Torsional stresses also should be examined. Weld stresses 
can be estimated from member stresses. In addition to the in-plane loading, 
there is an out-of-plane loading due to the inherent flexibility of the 
hanger in that direction. To evaluate this the natural frequency of the 
hanger steel in the out-of-plane direction can be determined and ultimately 
the out-of-plane loading from the seismic response spectra. The in-plane 
loads are those due to gravity, seismic and thermal effects. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Experience with the Fast Flux Test Facility Project has shown that over 
253( of several thousand hangers required either web stiffeners or boxing in 
of open sections, or both, to eliminate excessive deflections due to the 
various factors that have been discussed. Comparatively extensive calcula
tions were necessary to account for these factors. Obviously, future plants 
can derive a significant benefit from incorporation of standard design 
details early in the design and construction that preclude the type 
flexibilities discussed herein. 
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